Improvement strategy of overcharging characteristics of a new type lithium iron phosphate battery in substation
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Abstract. In order to solve the hidden trouble for the long-term overcharging condition of lithium iron phosphate batteries, it is urgent to develop overcharging protective lithium iron phosphate batteries. A strategy combining autonomous equalization technology and passive equalization technology is proposed in this paper to improve the overcharging characteristics of lithium iron phosphate batteries. A certain proportion of oxidizing reductant is added to the electrolyte of ordinary lithium iron phosphate battery. And a comparative test is conducted between conventional lithium iron phosphate battery module and self-equalization lithium iron phosphate battery module in continuous overcharging state. The test results show that the proposed comprehensive strategy has reduced the voltage difference between the cells significantly, and the single cell voltage difference is small in the long-term overcharging process, so as to maintain the safe voltage level.

1 Introduction

Lithium iron phosphate battery is a potential substitute for lead-acid battery as dc power supply in substation. It is expected that with the improvement and maturity of the key manufacturing technology of lithium iron phosphate batteries, lithium iron phosphate batteries are likely to replace lead acid batteries and become the mainstream choice of DC power supply in the future power system. However, as the design prototype of lithium iron phosphate battery is a starting battery for frequent charging and discharging, it is necessary to improve the overcharging charging characteristics of lithium iron phosphate battery by converting it into a DC power supply operating normally in the mode of overcharging charging.

Literature [1] compared lead-acid battery and lithium iron phosphate battery from the aspects of conventional performance, temperature characteristic, life characteristic, rate discharge performance, etc. Literature [2] reported the calculation method of capacity configuration of lithium iron phosphate batteries used in dc system of substation. Reference [3] designs a dc system of lithium iron phosphate battery based on parallel diode for automatic time-delay switching. Literature [4] calculated the cost of using lithium iron phosphate battery in dc system of substation, put forward the three-stage charging management method of constant current charging -- voltage limiting charging -- supplementary charging. Reference [5] studied the operation mode of lithium iron phosphate battery used in dc power supply system of substation, and proposes a non-overcharging charging mode in which the charging device only supplies regular load in normal time and the battery pack is recharged when necessary. However, key parameters such as battery charging voltage, charging interval time and whether the operation mode meets the requirements of the power system are not clear. Reference [6] studied the accelerated aging test method at high temperature and high voltage to evaluate the service life of lithium-ion batteries as backup power sources.

The above literatures focused on the performance comparison between lithium iron phosphate batteries and lead-acid batteries, as well as the feasibility study of lithium iron phosphate batteries applied in dc system of substation, but the working mode and operation characteristics of lithium iron phosphate batteries applied in DC system of substation have not been reported. The design prototype of common lithium iron phosphate battery is not suitable for continuous overcharging charging operation. When the common lithium iron phosphate battery is overcharged, too many lithium ions are released from the cathode material, and the excess lithium ions are forced into the carbon anode structure or deposited on the carbon surface to form lithium dendrites, which gradually collapses the structure of the cathode material and causes permanent damage to the electrode structure. At the same time, the electrolyte composition in the cathode surface of high potential irreversible oxidation decomposition, produce gas and give off a lot of heat, resulting in a sharp rise in the battery pressure and temperature, resulting in safety hazards.
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2 Electrochemical - thermal coupling model for lithium iron phosphate cells

Since overcharging in substations is the biggest security hidden danger caused by long time overcharging fever security problems, based on the NCM(111) cells, for example statement inside the battery in the process of working process, the introduction of the build process of electrochemistry and thermal theory model, including various heat sources and heat exchange with the outside world of conditions and the material between the thermal conductivity;

To function properly, a battery must form a conductive circuit. On the outside, electrons travel through a wire. While on the inside, electrons Li⁺travel and combine. When the electrons are transferred from the external circuit to the active particles and conducting agents by collecting fluid, it involves the transmission process of electrons in the active particles and conducting agents. The diffusion and migration of the Li⁺ in the electrolyte is involved when it is transported from the active particle to the opposite electrode. When Li⁺ and electrons meet at the surface of the particle and react with each other, it involves an electric double-layer charge and discharge process. When Li diffuses in the active particle, it involves the diffusion process of Li in the active particle.
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1) The process of force diffusion inside the active particle

In the case of particle insertion into Li, the Li⁺ near the active particle contacts the electron on the particle surface to form Li, which results in a high concentration of Li on the particle surface and a low concentration of Li inside the particle, thus forming a gradient of Li concentration inside the particle. Driven by the concentration gradient of Li, Li will be transported from the surface to the center, which is called the internal Li diffusion process of active particles. Fick's Second Law is generally used to establish this process. It can be known from the hypothesis that the active particles are regarded as spherical particles of the same size, so the spherical coordinate system is selected to build the process, specifically as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial C}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (J_s) = 0 \quad \text{(1)}
\]

where, \( C \) represents the concentration of Li inside the active particle and the flux of Li inside the particle, as shown in Formula 1, which is determined by the concentration difference. In this paper, the subscripts \( s \) and \( t \) represent the active particle and electrolyte respectively.

\[
\mathbf{J}_s = -D_s \nabla C_s
\quad \text{(2)}
\]

where, \( D_s \) represents the diffusion coefficient of Li in the active particle. Taking the positive particle as an example, the boundary condition of Equation 3 is:

\[
D_{s,p} \frac{\partial C}{\partial r} \bigg|_{r=0} = 0, \quad D_{s,p} \frac{\partial C}{\partial r} \bigg|_{r=r_{B,p}} = -i_{\text{int},p}
\quad \text{(3)}
\]

where, \( D_{s,p} \) denotes the radius of the active particle, \( i_{\text{int},p} \) denotes the local current density at the particle-electrolyte interface, and the subscripts \( p \) and \( n \) in the paper represent the positive and negative poles respectively.

2) The transfer process of active particles electron

Electronic transport within the active particles, active particles the current density of a given location \( \mathbf{J}_e \) by ohm’s law definition: driven by the potential difference within the particle.

\[
i_e = -\sigma_e \nabla \phi_e
\quad \text{(4)}
\]

where, \( \sigma_e \) is active electronic conductivity of granular material, and \( \Phi_e \) is particle potential for activity.

Taking the positive particle as an example, the boundary condition of Equation 5 is:

\[
\sigma_{s,p} \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x=x_{s,p}} = - \frac{1}{A}, \quad \sigma_{s,p} \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x=x_{s,p}} = 0 \quad \text{(5)}
\]

where, \( I \) is the working current, \( A \) is the section area, \( x \) is the coordinates in the direction of thickness, \( x = x_{s,p} \) is the fluid set position of the positive pole, and \( x_{s,p} \) is the position near the diaphragm of the positive pole.

3) The electrolyte electrochemical reaction process of active particles

It is a key process in establishing the battery’s conductive loop, and also a hinge connecting electrons to the Li⁺. It occurs only at the active particle-electrolyte interface, and involves local interactions with the exchange current density and over-potential. Butler-Volmer relation is used to set up the complex process, the local current density \( i_{\text{int},p} \) expression is as follows:

\[
i_{\text{int},p} = i_0 \left\{ \exp \left( \frac{\alpha_n F}{RT} \eta \right) - \exp \left( - \frac{\alpha_p F}{RT} \eta \right) \right\}
\quad \text{(6)}
\]

where, \( \alpha_n \) and \( \alpha_p \) represent the charge transfer coefficient of negative and positive poles respectively, \( F \) represents Faraday constant, \( R \) represents the general gas constant \((8.314/J/K/mol)\), and \( T \) represents temperature. Exchange current density T and the local surface
potential $\eta$. They are calculated by equations (7) and (8) respectively

$$i_0 = Fk_0(C_j)^{\alpha_j}(C_{\text{surf}} - C_{\text{surf}})^{\alpha_j} \quad (7)$$

$$\eta = \phi_j - \phi_j - U_{eq} \quad (8)$$

where, $k_0$ represents the reaction rate constant, $C_{\text{surf}}$ represents the maximum embeddable Li concentration in the active electrode, $C_{\text{surf}}$ represents the Li concentration on the surface of the active particle, and $U_{eq}$ represents the open circuit potential.

Because the battery is neutral, the number of electrons passing through the electrolyte during charging must equal the number of electrons carried inside the particle. Therefore, the boundary conditions at the interface between electrolyte and active particle and the interface between active particle and active particle are as follows:

$$i_0 \cdot n_s = i_{\text{int}} \quad (9)$$

$$i_j \cdot n_j = -i_{\text{int}} \quad (10)$$

where, $n_j$ is the unit normal vector between the electrolyte and the active particles, and $n_s$ is the unit normal vector between the particles.

And the actual current density at any position is the sum of $i_0$ and $i_j$, namely:

$$i_j + i_0 = \frac{1}{A} \quad (11)$$

Taking positive extreme as an example, the boundary condition of Equation 12 is:

$$i_j \mid_{x = x_j} = 0, \frac{\partial i_j}{\partial x} \mid_{x = x_j} = \frac{1}{A} \quad (12)$$

$$i_0 \mid_{x = x_j} = \frac{1}{A}, \frac{\partial i_0}{\partial x} \mid_{x = x_j} = 0 \quad (13)$$

3 Self-balancing strategy for overcharging lithium iron phosphate batteries

A certain proportion of oxidizing reductant is added to the electrolyte of ordinary lithium iron phosphate battery. The anode material of over charge lithium iron phosphate battery is a kind of compound embedded with lithium, and the main material is lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4). Li$^+$ in the compound can be detached and embedded from the lattice under the external electric field. The main material of the negative electrode is carbon C, and the electrode is infiltrated into the organic solvent of lithium LiPF6 salt in the electrolyte. At the same time, the oxidation-reducing agent can move back and forth between the anode and cathode of the lithium ion battery in a certain voltage range to complete oxidation and reduction.

In the continuous over-charging state, the oxidizing reducing agent is stable in the electrolyte and does not participate in any chemical or electrochemical reaction, which has no influence on the macro electrochemical performance of the battery. When the battery voltage reaches or exceeds upper limit voltage (3.85 V), the redox status are oxidized in the surface of the anode. The oxidation products spread to the reduction of the cathode surface reduction product, and then spread to the anode oxidation. The whole process circulates along the oxidation, reduction and diffusion. In the process of charging, the charging current only carry through reversible redox reaction, overcharge power neither was stored in two electrodes, also didn’t used to the irreversible oxidative decomposition of the electrolyte, only accompanied by redox reaction is released in the form of heat, make the battery voltage rise faster in the battery is not charging. And, other batteries can also be charged normally, eventually achieving a balanced charge effect.

4 Simulation analysis

The experimental system used in this paper is a self-built experimental system using a combination of high and low temperature test box, charge and discharge test system and temperature meter.

Since the biggest danger of over rechargeable batteries lies in the fire caused by heat, it is necessary to analyze the single heat transmission law of over discharged lithium iron phosphate batteries.

4.1 Analysis of the influence of charge and discharge on the heat generation and heat transfer of overcharging lithium iron phosphate batteries

Fig.1 Comparison of simulation and experiment in battery discharge process: (a) Discharge 1C; (b) Charge 1C
The heat generation of over charge battery is mainly generated by three parts, namely the reaction heat $Q_{\text{rec}}$, also known as entropy Ohm heat $Q_{\text{ohm}}$; And the polarization heat $Q_{\text{pol}}$. The reaction heat of the battery is reversible, which is determined by the entropy thermal characteristics of the positive and negative electrode plates of the battery. The ohmic heat and polarization heat of the battery are irreversible heat, which are mainly determined by the ohmic internal resistance and polarization internal resistance of the battery. The heat dissipation term of the battery is mainly composed of two parts, namely the convective heat transfer and radiation heat transfer between the battery boundary and the external environment.

### 4.2 Analysis of voltage deviation of over-charge self-equalizing lithium iron phosphate battery module

The 50 Ah conventional lithium iron phosphate batteries and 50 Ah self-equalizing lithium iron phosphate batteries with 6 units each are taken to form two battery modules respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Over-charging time / week</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>deviation /V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional batteries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen from table 1, during conventional lithium iron phosphate battery module operation process of overcharging, for the case of overcharging monomer voltage is reached, the single highest voltage reaches 3.75 V. And then, monomer battery voltage drops to balance point and basically remain unchanged. After overcharging voltage deviation decreases by maximum around 0.45 V to 0.38 V, monomer voltage deviation is about 15% lower. That illustrates the battery module inconsistencies have improved. But after reaching balance differential pressure stable gradually, the deviation of lower speed slower and slower;

From the above comparison, it can be seen that in the conventional battery module under overcharging management, the single battery with a high SOC in the battery module is maintained at a high voltage, while the single battery with a low SOC is maintained at a low voltage. The pressure difference decreases slowly and is not obvious. The long-term overcharging charge operation of conventional battery modules will lead to the battery with higher SOC to be maintained at higher voltage, which will bring great risks to the safety of battery modules. Since the equilibrium and passive equilibrium cell module monomer battery voltage compared to the conventional battery module maximum differential pressure is lesser, and through the overcharging phase equilibrium and the passive balanced management mode can significantly reduce the battery voltage difference between and long-term overcharging process, the monomer battery voltage difference is small, maintain the normal voltage level.

### 5 Conclusion

a) The test results show that under the long-term operation, the equilibrium of lithium iron phosphate battery SOC in the battery module high monomer voltage drops gradually to close to the overcharging average voltage module by balancing. For the monomer with lower SOC, the voltage gradually increases to approach the average voltage module. The management method of equilibrium effectively improves the battery module overcharging adaptability. This management method reduced the difference of battery under the operation of over charge, and improves the safety of over charge, and satisfies the working characteristics of dc power system of substation.

b) According to the requirements of dc power supply for power system, further research is needed before lithium iron phosphate battery can be fully recognized and widely used in power grid. Lithium iron phosphate battery charging due to its special effects and long-term application of over charge prone to battery overcharge phenomenon, so the traditional lithium iron phosphate batteries used in long-term overcharging there is a certain risk, to improve the lithium iron phosphate batteries in the long-term over state security analysis.
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